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ABSTRACT: Pt dissolution under potential cycling has been
identi!ed as the dominant process that causes cathode losses in
proton-exchange membrane fuel cells. In recent years, signi!cant
insights on the Pt dissolution process have been obtained from in
situ Pt dissolution detection enabled by voltammetry coupled to
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. Despite extensive
experimental research, theoretical studies continue to lag in the
understanding of the atomic-scale mechanism of the Pt dissolution
process due to the complicated subprocesses involved, including Pt
oxidation, surface reconstruction, Pt oxide reduction, chemical
corrosion, etc. Here, we employ global optimization and constant-
potential density functional theory to simulate the complete
process of Pt dissolution. We show that a two-dimensional Pt
surface oxide consisting of interconnected square planar PtO4 units forms at applied potentials higher than 1.1 VRHE. The structural
signatures and oxidation states of the Pt surface oxide are close to that of bulk Pt3O4 oxide. The PtO4 units can be reduced to
[PtOH(H2O)3]+ in the cathodic scan and dissolve into the electrolyte. The dissolved [PtOH(H2O)3]+ species favorably accepts a
proton and becomes [Pt(H2O)4]2+. We also !nd that the dissolution of one Pt atom leads to the decomposition of the connected
Pt(OH)4 units because of ligand losses, which then renders them susceptible to be reduced to Pt0. On the basis of our !ndings, we
propose a cathodic Pt dissolution mechanism: Pt3O4

s + 8H+ + 6e! ! [Pt(H2O)4]2+ + 2Pt. An anodic Pt dissolution mechanism is
also proposed. Our work provides a fundamental understanding of Pt dissolution under potential cycling, which is needed for the
rational design of durable Pt-based cathodes for fuel cells.
KEYWORDS: density functional theory, constant-potential calculations, Pt dissolution, oxygen reduction reaction, Pt oxidation,
potential cycling

! INTRODUCTION
The consumption of fossil fuels by the industrial activities of
human beings over the last 300 years has induced severe
environmental hazards and climate change. The utilization of
clean energy sources, which can greatly reduce carbon
emissions, is still a great challenge facing our society. Proton-
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) can directly convert
hydrogen fuel into electrical power at low temperature, which
makes them attractive for replacing fossil-fuel-based combustion
engines in vehicles. The e"ciency and durability of Pt-based
electrocatalysts catalyzing the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
in the cathode of PEMFCs are two limiting factors that need to
be overcome before fuel cell cars can be accepted by the mass
market.1 To assist the directed development of e"cient and
durable Pt-based ORR catalysts, key fundamental descriptors
that govern both the activity and stability trends are needed.
Theoretical guidelines on how to improve the activity of ORR

electrocatalysts have emerged on the basis of a fundamental
understanding of the ORR reaction mechanism and surface
adsorption properties of electrocatalysts.2 Regarding the
degradation of Pt-based ORR electrocatalysts, Pt dissolution
has been identi!ed as the dominant process causing the

observed loss of the active surface area under operating
conditions of fuel cells.3,4 However, detailed atomic-scale
mechanism of Pt dissolution has not been fully understand,
which hinders further development of Pt dissolution mitigation
strategies. In the literature, to the best of our knowledge, !rst-
principles simulations of the complete Pt dissolution process
have not been conducted. There have been several theoretical
studies focused on Pt surface oxidation and subsequent Pt
extraction.5!8 The atomic-level mechanism of the actual
dissolution of Pt, however, still remains uncertain.
Experimentally, by coupling voltammetry with inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), the real-time
detection of potential-dependent Pt dissolution has been
enabled and signi!cant insights into the Pt dissolution process
have been achieved.9!15 In potential cycling experiments, which
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mimic the start/stop cycles of a PEMFC-powered automotive, it
was observed that Pt dissolution occurs only when the upper
limit of the applied potential pro!le exceeds 1.1 VRHE and the
amount of dissolved Pt increases with an increasing upper
potential limit.9 More importantly, the majority of Pt dissolution
was found to occur during the negative-going potential scan,
which is denoted as cathodic dissolution.9 Anodic Pt dissolution
(Pt dissolution during the positive-going potential scan) was
also observed, but found to be minor as compared to cathodic
dissolution.9,14 These !ndings suggest that the majority of Pt
dissolution is related to Pt oxide formation in the anodic scan
and the subsequent reduction of Pt oxide in the cathodic scan.
Herein, we present a density functional theory (DFT) study

on the full reaction path of the Pt dissolution process on the
Pt(111) surface during potential cycling. We focus primarily on
the cathodic Pt dissolution process, which involves Pt surface
oxidation, Pt oxide reduction, and Pt detachment as
subprocesses. To this end, we employed a global optimization
method to obtain realistic structures of Pt surface oxides formed
during the anodic scan. In addition, DFT calculations under
constant-potential conditions are used to investigate the
reduction of the surface oxide in the cathodic scan. The
advantage of the constant-potential method is that it can
decouple the introduction of H+ and e!, which allows to
distinguish between an electrochemical reduction reaction and a
chemical H+ addition reaction. Our study provides insights on
the atomic-scale mechanism of the Pt dissolution process under
potential cycling along with potential-dependent energetic
information of the process. The fundamental understanding of
the Pt dissolution process obtained in this study can facilitate the
directed design of durable Pt-based ORR electrocatalysts.

! COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
DFT calculations with a plane-wave basis set were performed
using the Vienna ab initio simulation package.16!18 Electronic
exchange and correlation were described using the Perdew!
Burke!Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.19 Electron!ion interac-
tions were described within the projector augmented wave
framework.20 In all calculations, the energy cuto# of the plane-
wave basis set was 400 eV.
Slab models consisting of !ve Pt layers with 16 atoms in each

layer were employed to model the Pt(111) surface. The bottom
two layers were !xed during structural relaxation. A 20 Å vacuum
gap was used to eliminate interactions between periodic images
perpendicular to the slab surface. The Brillouin zone integration
in k-space was performed on a 4 ! 4 ! 1 k-point mesh sampled
using the Monkhorst!Pack scheme.21 Optimized structures
were obtained by minimizing the forces on each ion until they
fell below 0.05 eV/Å. A Bader charge analysis was carried out
using software developed by the Henkelman group.22,23

We employed the genetic algorithm implemented in the
atomic simulation environment to perform global optimization
of structures of Pt surface oxides.24 We generated 20 di#erent
structures by randomly placing 16 Pt atoms and various number
of O atoms above the Pt slab as the initial population for the
genetic algorithm searches. The initial structures were then
subjected to pairing and mutation operations to evolve the
population until the search converged to a low energy minimum.
Constant-potential calculations were performed by making a

generalized force via expanding the force of the system with the
negative value of the electrochemical potential of electrons !e so
that the coordinates and the number of electrons of the system

could be optimized simultaneously according to the target
applied potential on the SHE scale, i.e., USHE. ! !e is calculated as

! !! = + Uee e,SHE SHE (1)

where !e, SHE is the electronic chemical potential of the system
referring to the SHE

! = " " #E Ve( /e)e,SHE f sol SHE (2)

in which Ef is the Fermi level, Vsol is the potential deep in the
solution, and !SHE is the work function of the SHE. Here, we
take !SHE to be !4.6 eV. Hence, the grand canonical energy of
the system is calculated as

$ = + % · " + #E n U V( /e)DFT SHE sol SHE (3)

In this equation, EDFT is the energy calculated fromDFT and"n
is the number of electrons added or removed from the system.
Thus, the electrochemical potential of electrons !e is calculated
as

! = &$
& = " + # +

n
E V U( /e)e f sol SHE SHE (4)

By setting # and !e , the structures were optimized under
constant-potential conditions. In the constant-potential calcu-
lations, we employed VASPsol for the implicit solvation model.
For our charged systems, a counter-ion charge distribution is
included in the implicit solvent region through the use of the
generalized Poisson!Boltzmann equation. We used a Debye
length of 3 Å to mimic the experimental condition where 1 M of
a strong acid is used. The dielectric constant of the electrolyte
was set to 80. It should be noted that the short Debye length
allows the counter charge to stay close to the electrode surface
and results in a $at electrostatic potential in the center of the
solution region due to the screening e#ect of the electrolyte.
Thus, symmetric slab structures are not needed to calculate
Vsol.

25 This constant-potential method has recently been applied
to calculate electrochemical reaction barriers; the code for these
calculations is freely available.26

In calculations of the reaction free energies, we included free-
energy corrections for the free reaction species. Speci!cally, the
TS for H+ and H2O in bulk solution are 0.205 and 0.67 eV,
respectively.2 The entropy of free dissolved species is also
calculated. We estimate the translational and rotational entropy
(Strans and Srot) using the simple ideal gas model. The T(Strans +
Srot) of [Pt(OH)(H2O)3]+ and [Pt(H2O)4]2+ is calculated to be
0.9 eV at standard conditions. The vibrational entropy for the
dissolved species is ignored because we assume that the
contribution is similar before and after dissolution. The
entropies of adsorbed species are also neglected.

! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrochemical Oxidation of Pt(111). We performed

global optimizations using a genetic algorithm to obtain stable
structures of Pt surface oxides of various O coverages over the
Pt(111) surface. The studied O coverages range from 1/4
monolayer (ML) to 1 ML in increments of 1/8 ML. The energy
convergence with respect to the optimization steps is shown in
Figure S1. The optimized structures and their corresponding
energies are used to construct the surface Pourbaix diagram as
shown in Figure 1. In addition to the clean Pt(111) surface, there
are !ve Pt surface oxide phases, namely, the Pt(111) surface with
1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 3/4, and 1 ML O, which are thermodynamically
stable under the electrochemical conditions relevant for ORR.
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The surface structures of these stable surface phases on the
surface Pourbaix diagram are shown in Figure 2. The surface
phases not shown in the surface Pourbaix diagram are shown in
Figure S2. In Figure 2, histograms of the Pt!O coordination
number (CN) counts and the oxidation-state distributions of the
surface Pt atoms in various surface phases are also shown. The
Bader charges of the surface Pt atoms are used for the oxidation-
state analysis. To convert Bader charges to formal oxidation
states, we use the Bader charges of Pt atoms in Pt bulk oxides,
namely, PtO, Pt3O4, and PtO2, as references for Pt2+, Pt2.7+, and
Pt4+, respectively. For O coverages from 1/4 to 1/2 ML, as can
be seen in Figure 2a!c, the O atoms are adsorbed at 3-fold
hollow sites. The surface Pt atoms coordinate with one!two O
atoms and are only mildly displaced from their original lattice
sites upon O adsorption, so the surfaces remain smooth at these
relatively low O coverages. The oxidation states of the surface Pt
atoms are in between Pt0 and Pt2+, indicating that surface Pt
atoms are in the surface adsorption states. The 1/4 ML O
surface phase starts to form when the electrode potential is
above 0.7 VRHE, and as the potential goes up, the O coverage
eventually increases to 3/8 and 1/2 ML when the potential
reaches 1.0 and 1.1 VRHE, respectively. At these lowO coverages,
our results are similar to previous results showing that the onset
potentials for 1/4, 1/3, and 1/4MLO phases are approximately
0.8, 1.0, and 1.1 V, respectively.27

Beyond 1/2MLO, the surface structure undergoes signi!cant
reconstructions. For the 3/4 ML O state, as shown in Figure 2d,
corner-sharing square planar PtO4 units formed on the surface.
The 3/4MLOphase is stable under electrode potentials ranging
from 1.12 to 1.24 VRHE. These PtO4 units sit above the original
Pt(111) surface layer by 2.2 Å, on average. The oxidation states
of these PtO4 units are similar to that of the Pt3O4 oxide (Pt2.7+),
which indicates a phase transformation from the surface
adsorption state to a surface Pt oxide. The height of the PtO4
unit is close to that observed by surface X-ray di#raction
(SXRD), which showed that surface Pt atoms lie 2.4 Å above
their original lattice after oxidation at U = 1.17 V.28,29

Experiments have attributed Pt buckling to a place exchange
process in which the original lattice sites of surface Pt atomswere
taken by O atoms.28,29 Our simulation, however, shows a
di#erent picture, where O atoms have not penetrated into the Pt
lattice sites at this stage but rather mainly lie above the original
Pt surface in the form of Pt surface oxide. This is in line with the
2D surface nucleation and growth mechanism proposed by
Go $mez-Mari $n and Feliu et al.30,31 The fraction of surface Pt

atoms being oxidized to form surface oxide is 0.25 (4 out of the
16 Pt atoms), which is also consistent with the SXRD study
showing 22% so-called place-exchanged Pt atoms at U = 1.17
V.28

In the 1 ML O phase, the surface further reconstructs and
becomes disordered and rough. We see the formation of PtO3,
PtO4, and even PtO5 oxide units on the surface, as can be seen in
Figure 2e. Here, O penetration has occurred and the oxidation
straddles two atomic layers with a thickness of about 4.5 Å. The
1 ML O surface phase is stable above the electrode potential of
1.24 VRHE. These computational results are consistent with the
experimentally observed 5 Å thick disordered Pt oxide layer atU
= 1.57 V.28 A recent theoretical study found a surface PtO phase
consisting of stripes of edge-shared PtO4 units with an onset
potential of 1.3 V on the surface Pourbaix diagram.32 Our high
O-coverage phases have lower onset potentials than that of the
surface PtO phase, which adds support to the reasonableness of
our surface Pourbaix diagram constructed from our globally
minimized structures. However, it should be noted that the
experimental conditions in aqueous models do not fully
represent the gas di#usion electrode employed in the real
PEMFC device.33 In addition, the Na!on membrane on the
catalyst layer can also in$uence the behavior of Pt oxidation or Pt
dissolution.33

Electrochemical Reduction of Pt Surface Oxide and Pt
Dissolution. Experimentally, Pt starts to dissolve considerably
only when the positive-going potential limit exceeds 1.15 VRHE
during potential cycling.9 The 3/4 ML O surface phase is the
thermodynamically stable phase at 1.15 VRHE. The surface phase
is characteristic of the 2D Pt surface oxide consisting of
interconnected PtO4 units. The structural signatures of the 2D
Pt surface oxides resemble the structure of bulk Pt3O4 oxide (see
Figure S3). The oxidation state of the Pt surface oxide is also
close to that of Pt3O4. In situ X-ray adsorption !ne structure
(XAFS) measurements demonstrated that the direct trans-
formation from Pt0 into mostly Pt2+ at the nanoparticle surfaces
occurs at potentials above 1.2 V, and no further oxidation to Pt4+

was observed under fuel cell operating conditions.34 In situ X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies also con!rm that the
oxidized Pt appearing at voltages >1.0 V was ascribed to Pt2+.35

The formation of bulk PtO2 after prolonged application of a high
positive voltage has been reported, but such conditions are
essentially di#erent from the the operating conditions of
PEMFCs.36,37 Overall, the 3/4 ML O surface phase is a good
match with experimental results of structural and electronic
characterizations at similar reaction conditions. Hence, in the
following, we continue to study the reduction of the Pt 2D
surface oxide as in the 3/4 ML O surface phase. To this end, we
employ the constant-potential method as described in the
Computational Methods section. The advantage of the method
is that it can properly “drain” or “!ll” electrons according to the
applied voltage so that it decouples the addition of H+ and e!

and thus we can distinguish between an electrochemical
proton!electron coupled-transfer step or a chemical H+

addition step, which signi!cantly helps determination of the Pt
dissolution mechanism.
We simulate the reduction cycle !rst by adding four H atoms

sequentially to one of PtO4 units in the surface oxide, which
results in Pt(OH)4 hydroxide. The atomic structures of the
reduced surface oxide with one!four added H atoms are shown
in Figure 3a. The reaction free energies ("G’s) of these
reduction processes as a function of electrode potential are
shown in Figure 3b. We assume the electrolyte has a pH = 1. All

Figure 1. Surface Pourbaix diagram of Pt surface oxides on Pt(111)
found by global optimization.
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four "G’s increase linearly with the electrode potential due to
the reductive nature of these processes. The slopes of the "G’s
are in the range of 0.71!0.87e, indicating the amount of
transferred electrons in these reactions. The !rst H addition
becomes thermodynamically favorable when the applied
potential drops below 1.17 VSHE. The addition of the fourth H
requires the lowest potential of 1.07 VSHE. The oxidation state of
the Pt ion decreases as more H atoms are added. As seen in
Figure 3c. the Bader charge of the Pt ion drops from +1.3e to
+1.15e after adding four H atoms, which means the oxidation
state of the Pt ion drops from near Pt2.7+ to somewhere between

Pt2.7+ and Pt2+. Structurally, the average Pt!O bond length
elongates from 1.98 Å as in the PtO4 to 2.03 Å after being
reduced to Pt(OH)4. The height of the center Pt atom rises
about only 0.2 Å after reduction, signaling that no Pt dissolution
has occurred so far.
We continue to study the further reduction of Pt(OH)4. We

!rst add one H atom to each O atom in the surface oxide to fully
reduce the surface to Pt hydroxide. Starting from this structure,
we further reduce the Pt(OH)4 unit by successively adding four
more H atoms to it. The resulting atomic structures after
optimization are shown in Figure 4a. The corresponding

Figure 2. Optimized surface structures of oxidized Pt(111) surfaces with various O coverages. Along with the atomic structures, the corresponding
histograms of Pt!O coordination number (CNPt!O) and Bader charges of surface Pt atoms are also shown. The O surface coverages are: (a) 1/4 ML
O, (b) 3/8 ML, (c) 1/2 ML O, (d) 3/4 dML O, and (e) 1 ML O.
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potential-dependent free energies of reaction and the Bader
charges of the Pt ions are shown in Figure 4b,c. Addition of the
!fth H has an onset potential of about 0.65 VSHE at pH = 1. This
reduction step leads to the formation of tightly bound H2O to
the Pt ion, as evidenced by the short Pt!O bond length of 2.06
Å. Comparatively, the H2O adsorbed on the Pt(111) surface has
a Pt!O bond length of 2.39 Å.38 We calculate the desorption
energy of H2O from the Pt ion to be 1.3 eV atU = 0.65 VSHE. The
entropy of a water molecule in the bulk electrolyte is !0.67 eV,2
which is not enough to compensate for the high desorption
energy. The oxidation state of the central Pt atom stays roughly
constant before and after the reduction, as shown in Figure 4c.
The reduction is mainly on the Pt atom sharing the OH ligand
with the centered Pt atom since it captures 0.16e and becomes
Pt0.
Similarly, the reduction of the second OH ligand also forms a

tightly bound H2O ligand with a Pt!O bond length of 2.06 Å.
The reaction occurs at potentials below 0.8 VSHE at pH = 1. The
formed Pt(OH)2(H2O)2 raises from the surface by 1.1 Å
compared to the original height of the PtO4 unit, signaling the
beginning of Pt dissolution. The reduction of the third OH
ligand leads to the complete dissolution of Pt(OH)(H2O)3. The
process becomes thermodynamically favorable only at potentials
of about 0.8 VSHE. The dissolution of Pt(OH)(H2O)3 causes
signi!cant reconstruction to its two neighboring Pt(OH)4. The
square planar structures of the neighboring Pt(OH)4 decom-
pose to Pt with adsorbedOH due to ligand losses. Bader analysis
shows that the oxidation states of the two neighboring Pt atoms
change from Pt2+ to Pt"+. The dissolved Pt(OH)(H2O)3
energetically prefers to be protonated to form Pt(H2O)4. This

step is a chemical step as indicated by the low slope (0.25e) of
"G(U). The oxidation state of the central Pt atom is close to
that of PtO, so we assign the dissolved Pt species as
[Pt(H2O)4]2+. The Pt!O bond length in [Pt(H2O)4]2+ is
calculated to be 2.03 Å, which is close to the experimental value
of 2.02 Å.39

Pt dissolution during the cathodic scan is in competition with
complete reduction to Pt metal. The atomic process of complete
Pt reduction is shown in Figure 5a. This process combines OH
reduction to H2O andH2O desorption. The reaction free energy
of adding the !fth H atom in Figure 5b demonstrates that the
process requires a low cathodic potential of about 0.2 VSHE due
to the strong interaction between H2O ligand and the Pt ion.
The reductive removal of the second OH ligand can occur at
potentials as high as 1.1 VSHE. This is due to a decrease in the
oxidation state below Pt2+ after the !rst OH ligand loss, as shown
in Figure 5c. The removal of the third OH ligand requires a low
potential about 0.2 VSHE, again because the ligand is part of a
neighboring interacting Pt(OH)4 unit. After the removal of the
last OH ligand, the Pt ion is completely reduced to Pt metal, as
shown in Figure 5c.
The reaction free energy of the Pt dissolution process during

the cathodic cycle is plotted along the reaction coordinate at
various applied potentials. As seen in Figure 6a, the reduction of
PtO4 to Pt(OH)4 occurs spontaneously at U = 1.04 VSHE. For
Pt(OH)4 to [Pt(H2O)4]2+, the reaction free energies of all steps
become spontaneous atU = 0.6 VSHE, as shown in Figure 6b. On
the other hand, the complete reduction of Pt(OH)4 only
becomes spontaneous at U = 0.18 VSHE, as shown in Figure 6c.
The onset potential gap between Pt dissolution and Pt complete

Figure 3.Reduction of a PtO4 unit in the Pt surface oxide. (a) Top view and side view of atomic structures of progressively reduced PtO4 having 1!4H
atoms added to it. (b) Potential-dependent reaction free energies of the PtO4 reduction; the values indicate the number of electrons transferred in the
reaction. (c) Bader charges of the Pt atom in PtO4 along the reaction coordinate of the PtO4 reduction at various applied potentials.
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reduction could be used to explain the experimentally observed
scan rate-dependent Pt dissolution10,12 since a quick scan to low
cathodic potentials would activate the complete reduction path
that is competitive to the Pt dissolution path and hence leads to
less Pt dissolution.
Mechanism of Pt Dissolution. Based on the results

presented above, the reaction mechanism of Pt dissolution
during potential cycling can be proposed. During the anodic
scan, the Pt surface is gradually oxidized and undergoes a surface
reconstruction to a 2D surface oxide at U > 1.1 VRHE. The 2D
surface oxide consists of corner-sharing square planar PtO4
motifs, which is similar to the atomic structure of bulk Pt3O4
oxide. The Pt ions in the 2D oxide also have an oxidation state
similar to those in the bulk Pt3O4 oxide. During the cathodic
scan, the surface oxide is reduced to Pt hydroxide consisting of
Pt(OH)4 units at U " 1.0 VRHE at pH = 1. Pt hydroxide can be
further reduced and dissolved in the form of [Pt(H2O)4]2+. It is
worth noting that not all Pt atoms in the surface oxide could
dissolve during the reduction cycle because Pt dissolution causes
the decomposition of the corner-sharing Pt(OH)4 framework.
Our simulations show that, along with the dissolution of one Pt
atom, two connected Pt ions in the surface oxide are reduced to
Pt"+ due to the loss of ligands. It is expected that these Pt atoms
can be readily reduced to Pt0. For one dissolved atom, we !nd
that approximately six electrons are transferred (by adding all
transferred electrons in all eight H addition steps) during the
reduction cycle. Based on the above information, we propose

that the Pt dissolution proceeds as follows during potential
cycling

+ ' + ++ "anodic scan: 3Pt 4H O Pt O 8(H e )2 3 4
s

(5)

+ +
' [ ] +

+ "

+
cathodic scan: Pt O 8H 6e

Pt(H O) 2Pt
3 4

s

2 4
2

(6)

where Pt3O4
s indicates the Pt3O4 surface oxide. In the

experiment, minor anodic dissolution of Pt is also observed at
potentials as low as 0.85 VRHE.

14 In light of our simulation
results, we propose the anodic Pt dissolution can be explained by
the formation and dissolution of transiently formed Pt
hydroxide, which can be written as

+
' + + +
' [ ] +

+ "

+ "

anodic dissolution: Pt 4H O

Pt(OH) 2H O 2(H e )

Pt(H O) 2e

2

2 2

2 4
2

(7)

In this mechanism, Pt is !rst oxidized to Pt hydroxide, i.e.,
Pt(OH)2. Then, the Pt hydroxide can be dissolved in the form of
[Pt(H2O)4]2+ via water adsorption and H+ addition. We expect
that the formation of Pt(OH)2 and subsequent anodic
dissolution would occur at defect sites on the Pt surface such
as Pt ad-islands or step edges since the hydroxide is more likely
to appear at these defect sites at low anodic potentials.

Figure 4. Reduction of Pt(OH)4 unit in Pt surface oxide. (a) Top view and side view of atomic structures of progressively reduced Pt(OH)4 having
one!four H atoms added to it. (b) Potential-dependent reaction free energies of the Pt(OH)4 reduction; the values indicate the number of electrons
transferred in the reaction. (c) Bader charges of the Pt atom in Pt(OH)4 along the reaction coordinate of the Pt(OH)4 reduction at various applied
potentials.
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The presence of Cl! ions in the electrolyte has been
demonstrated to signi!cantly enhance both anodic and cathodic
Pt dissolution.40,41 Based on themechanism discussed above, we
propose the enhanced anodic Pt dissolution is due to Cl! ions
interfering with further oxidation of the surface Pt hydroxide,
thus leading to the formation of highly soluble PtCl42!. This
reaction can be written as Pt(OH)2 + 4Cl! + 2H+ ! PtCl42! +
2H2O. Similarly, for the cathodic Pt dissolution, Cl! ions could
exchange with theH2O ligands in [Pt(H2O)4]

2+ via the reaction:
[Pt(H2O)4]2+ + 4Cl! ! PtCl42! + 4H2O. Thus, due to the
increased solubility, the redeposition of the Pt ions would be
reduced.

In the mathematical modeling of Pt dissolution kinetics under
potentiostatic conditions, a mechanism combining Pt anodic
dissolution and chemical dissolution of the formed Pt oxides has
been described.42,43 This mechanism predicts a lower Pt
dissolution rate compared to that under potential cycling
conditions, which indicates that a fundamentally di#erent
mechanism governs the latter.43,44 Kinetic models considering
potential cycling have also been developed and show good
predictive capabilities for Pt particle radius distribution (PSD)
evolution and electrochemically active surface area (ECSA)
loss.44 However, these models rely on parameters taken from
empirical studies or data !tting. Our work provides atomistic
insights into the Pt oxidation/dissolution process and especially

Figure 5. Complete reduction of Pt(OH)4 unit in Pt surface oxide. (a) Top view and side view of atomic structures of progressive removal of the four
OH ligands. (b) Potential-dependent reaction free energies of the complete Pt(OH)4 reduction; the values indicate the number of electrons
transferred in the reaction. (c) Bader charges of the Pt atom in Pt(OH)4 along the reaction coordinate of the complete Pt(OH)4 reduction at various
applied potentials.

Figure 6. Free-energy landscapes of (a) PtO4 reduction to Pt(OH)4, (b) Pt(OH)4 reduction to Pt(H2O)4
2+, and (c) complete reduction of Pt(OH)4

to Pt metal at various applied potentials.
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cathodic Pt dissolution that is lacking in the reaction models
adopted in previous kinetic studies. Hence, we expect that
implementing our proposed Pt dissolution mechanisms from
eqs 5, 6, and 7 into the kinetic models could lead to more
realistic reaction models.

! CONCLUSIONS
We employed DFT calculations to investigate the atomic-scale
mechanism of Pt dissolution during potential cycling. We
discover that the Pt(111) surface is !rst oxidized to form a 2D
surface oxide consisting of square planar PtO4 units at U > 1.1
VRHE during the anodic scan. The surface oxide can be reduced
during the following cathodic scan and dissolved as [Pt-
(H2O)4]2+. The free-energy landscape of the reduction and
dissolution process suggests the Pt dissolution becomes
spontaneous at potentials below 0.6 VSHE at pH = 1. In contrast,
the complete reduction of Pt becomes spontaneous at lower
cathodic potentials at 0.18 VSHE at pH = 1. Moreover, we !nd
that a dissolved Pt species can cause nearby Pt atoms in the
surface oxide to be readily reduced to Pt metal due to losses of
ligands. Our study provides atomic-scale fundamental under-
standings on the Pt dissolution process under potential cycling.
Based on these atomic-level insights, we believe mitigation
strategies of Pt dissolution can be designed accordingly in the
future.
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